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Sport & Leisure

Sport & Leisure

Tolent was formed in 1983 and has
become one of the largest construction
companies in the North East.
Our expansion has seen us grow into
a truly national company operating
throughout the UK.
Our ability to achieve sustainable,
profitable growth across our business
demonstrates our capability to
successfully manage a wide range
of construction projects, which have
ranged in size from £1m – £85m+.
In numbers

£3bn+ Project portfolio
500+ In-house staff
70%+ Turnover from repeat business
Built on Commitment

Commitment to bringing your vision
to life, commitment to our people and
commitment to seeing the job through,
every time.
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Tolent has a diverse portfolio of sport and
leisure projects which have re-energised
communities and contributed to the
regeneration of towns and cities across the
UK.
Our projects have included state-of-the-art
facilities; from 4G football pitches, multiuse sport and performance halls to grand
theatres, cinemas, luxury pools and spa
facilities.
Our projects enrich the lives of their end-users
with world-class facilities and versatile spaces
and include large-scale, multi-functional
sports, health and leisure developments.
These facilities are harmonised with their
neighbouring context by incorporating
innovative and sustainable materials into the
development.
We can demonstrate an ability to successfully
manage complex sport, leisure and
community-driven projects, in both rural and
urbanised areas.
We utilise modern methods of construction
to efficiently overcome programme and
buildability constraints to deliver high-quality
facilities that are an asset to their communities
and a benefit to all.

In numbers

£534m+ sport & leisure projects
£52m+ fitness, pool & spa facilities
35+ years in the sport & leisure sector

Beacon of Light

Experts in State-of-the-Art Facilities

Built on Commitment

Beacon of Light
The first of its kind in the UK, Beacon of Light is Sunderland’s most
innovative sports and education facility built over five storeys;
occupying 4.75 hectares and designed as a cube-shaped
structure which illuminates the city skyline at night.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Beacon of Light
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£16.6m
Sunderland

Sport & Leisure

The facility features five
storeys of sports halls, football
pitches, informal learning
spaces and state-of-the-art
education suites, designed
to facilitate four interactive
zones: education; health &
wellbeing; sport & play; and
the world of work.
Ideally located adjacent to the Sunderland Aquatic
Centre and the Stadium of Light, Beacon of Light is
an iconic addition to the North East.
Inclusive and easily accessible, the facility
welcomes around 6,000 people a week and acts as
a community hub for everyone who wants to take
part in exciting programmes to improve their lives
and prospects.
Focused on motivating people and providing lifechanging skills and qualifications, Beacon of Light
is a centre of support for locals of all ages and
abilities.
Fundraising covered c. 90% project costs, receiving
support from individuals and organisations played
an integral part in making Beacon of Light a success
for North East communities.

At ground floor level, the building accommodates a
large multi-use sports and performance hall, adjacent
to which sits a four-level teaching and learning block,
which equate to c.1/4 of the build costs. Above this,
and topping the entire structure, is an indoor 4G
football pitch.
The cubed-shaped building comprised of a steel
frame structure with in situ concrete slabs to the
ground floors and pre-cast concrete slabs the upper
floors. Pre-cast concrete was utilised for the stairs and
joinery elements consisted of a bespoke reception
desk and none standard doors throughout, with the
internal walls comprising mainly of stud partitions.
The external walls comprised structural steel,
brickwork and the upper areas were clad with
transparent polycarbonate cladding; light from within
the structure emanating from the building, creating a
highly visible beacon on the night sky.

Beacon of Light has a strong focus on the
community which is emulated in the facilities, which
include a crèche to support back to work and
occupational training facilities which are provided
by local businesses, in addition to a health &
wellbeing education centre.
The facility features five storeys of sports halls,
football pitches, informal learning spaces and
state-of-the-art education suites, designed to
facilitate four interactive zones: education; health &
wellbeing; sport & play; and the world of work.
These areas have been carefully designed to deal
with the region’s biggest challenges and will create
life-changing opportunities for local people to reenergise the community.
Beacon of Light is also the final project of the wider
regeneration of the former Monkwearmouth colliery
site.
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Built on Commitment
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Sport & Leisure

“It really is elite football
facilities that are available to
the community. Any football
club in England, would be
happy to have a football
facility like this for their first
team, so for us to be able to
make this available to the
community, for them to come
and play, is fantastic.”

Beacon of Light

Phil King, General Manager, Beacon of Light
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Built on Commitment

Academy of Light
Considered amongst the best football training facilities in Europe,
Academy of Light is situated just north of Sunderland and is home
to all the club’s teams, from the youngest age groups through
to the under 18, under 21 and senior squads, as well as the
Sunderland Ladies’ team.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Sunderland AFC
JCT Design & Build
£7.9m
Sunderland

Sport & Leisure

The building is
sympathetically built into the
landscape so that only one
storey of the development is
visible from the road. Such
is the success of the design
that people first entering the
building often refer to it as a
‘Tardis’.

The club has been awarded prestigious Category
One status under the new EPPP (Elite Player
Performance Plan) rules – the highest level possible.
The Academy of Light provides young players with
the best chance to develop on the pitch as well as
socially and academically in a challenging, safe and
supportive environment.

The facilities included a
hydrotherapy pool, wet and dry
training facilities, the latest medical,
leisure and recreation suites. ↓

Tolent constructed the state of the art facility to
ensure optimum levels of fitness, performance and
comfort to Sunderland Football Club, as well as
to help them attract premier quality players. The
facilities included a hydrotherapy pool, wet and
dry training facilities, the latest medical, leisure and
recreation suites, as well as 13nr outdoor training
pitches with space to accommodate for a future a
full-size indoor pitch.
The design requirements were very specific and
bespoke to the client, having been extensively
researched and benchmarked by the club’s board
against the best in the UK and Europe.
The site is situated in the middle of the Great
North Forest, surrounded by over 250,000 newly
planted trees, a sensitive and well mannered
architectural response was necessary to reduce
the facility’s visual impact on the surrounding area.
Accordingly, the building is sympathetically built
into the landscape so that only one storey of the
development is visible from the road. Such is the
success of the design that people first entering the
building often refer to it as a ‘Tardis’.
The resulting complex, is set in a picturesque
location with a new natural wetland now home to
migrating waterfowl, which provides a training base
and learning environment for youth teams from
six years old, through to the clubs junior and elite
squads, and continues to receive praise from the
Football League Trust and the Football Foundation.
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Built on Commitment

Academy of Light Training Barn
Described as the best indoor football training facility at club level
in the country, the Academy of Light’s football barn provides all of
the club’s representative teams, from the youngest age groups
through to the under 18, under 21 and senior squads, as well as
the Sunderland Ladies team with indoor training facilities.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Sunderland AFC
JCT Design & Build
£3.3m
Sunderland

Sport & Leisure

Through collaborative
working with a custom
fabric buildings
specialist, Tolent
ensured that changes
in the overall facility
footprint and height
under planning
conditions were met to
ensure available space
was maximised.

The project comprised the design and build
of a single-storey football training facility of
bespoke requirements, measuring 64m long
with sidewalls of 7.75m and a central internal
clearance of 10m high.
The facility provided the cover required for the
indoor football pitch which was laid on a tarmac
substrate. The barn comprised a galvanized
steel frame on pad foundations and had a white
bespoke stretched fabric, PVC clad roof. The
building had a large gutter system, a Fullflow
symphonic drainage system and four large vent
roof cowls along the apex. The structure was
timber clad and stands 12.5m high at its apex
and the translucent roof allowed natural daylight
to illuminate the interior full size indoor 4G
football pitch.
Cedar cladding was installed on the upper level
of the structure’s sidewalls and gable. Bespoke
retaining stone-filled gabion walls were installed
on the lower level, providing an attractive finish to
the barn.
The gabion walls contributed an element of
prestige to the barn as well as being in keeping
with the design of the neighbouring Academy
of Light, which was built into the landscape and
sympathetic to the surrounding Great North
Forest.
The gabion retaining walls were chosen not
only for their aesthetic appeal but also for their
sustainability and ability to reduce CO² emissions
by up to 80%, compared to a concrete retaining
wall of the same height.
The project’s external works comprised the
adaptation of existing screening mounds to
provide practical tarmac surfaced access
routes into the Academy of Light. The timber
cladding walls were pre-fabricated off-site
which saved c.6 weeks of programme time
which subsequently allowed the contract to be
completed on time.

The gabion walls
contributed
an element of
prestige to the
barn as well
as being in
keeping with the
design of the
neighbouring
Academy of
Light. →

The building was constructed with a lightweight
framing system which benefited the programme
whilst complying with the requirements of the
highly sensitive site.
Through collaborative working with a custom
fabric buildings specialist, Tolent ensured that
changes in the overall facility footprint and height
under planning conditions were met to ensure
available space was maximised.
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Built on Commitment

Factory Youth Zone
Tolent completed the construction of The Factory Youth Zone
a youth-led project which comprised the design and build of a
modern youth facility designed for young people aged 8 to 21
years old, in one of the most deprived areas in the UK.

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Oneside Northwest
JCT Design & Build
£3.3m
Manchester

Sport & Leisure

It is testament to the project team
that the site was a Considerate
Constructors Bronze Award winner
placing it in the top 7.5 per cent of over
8,500 registered UK sites completed
that year.

The Factory Youth Zone is a not-for-profit, purposebuilt facility for children and young people with
the overarching objective to provide a universal
activity-based service, complemented by a range
of targeted support services to help and educate
young people by promoting their full physical,
intellectual and social potential to improve their
lives.

The award presented to Tolent was
a reflection of the highest levels of
consideration towards their local
neighbourhood, the public, their
workforce and the environment whist
undertaking this project.

The facility included a full-size sports hall with an 8m
high climbing wall, 3G outdoor sports pitch, dance
studio, music and media suites, theatre, an art room
and a boxing gym.

The facility included a full-size sports
hall with an 8m high climbing wall. ↓

Additionally, the Factory Youth Zone housed a fully
equipped fitness suite which young people had
access to seven days a week where they can take
part in dance, arts, climbing, boxing and music
classes. One-to-one support and mentoring areas
were also provided to allow young people access to
advice on training, careers and health issues.
The design is an articulate architectural composition
of two large volumes that are linked by a dramatic
glazed entrance lobby, which provides a strong
visual statement. In contrast, the majority of the
facades comprise of colourful, robust and economic
panels that give a sense of security whilst providing
a façade that is resistant to vandalism and easy to
maintain.
Attractive and generous circulation spaces link the
activity areas with the central open-plan spaces
at ground floor and are able to offer visitors the
opportunity for informal activity as well as the
chance to socialise with friends in a bright, open and
visually encouraging environment.
One of the key challenges was to provide a facility
with several different and varying building uses
requiring differing and varied environmental
conditions. This was overcome by providing lowtemperature hot water service loops connecting
the heat emitting services. These included radiant
panels, radiators, trench heaters and over door
heaters.

Energy minimisation was also at the forefront of
the design and, with the building housing showers
within the changing facilities, installing roofmounted solar thermal panels was a sensible
solution to reducing the overall energy consumption.
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Built on Commitment

Manor Walks
The project included the design and construction of a state-ofthe-art multiplex venue with nine screens, including three which
are equipped with 3D technology. Each theatre is equipped with
stepped seating and VIP seating with all screens benefiting from
Digital Dolby Atoms Surround Sound.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Hammerson Newcastle
JCT Design & Build
£5.4m
Cramlington, Northumberland

Sport & Leisure

The exterior of the cinema complex
is a composite aluminium cladding,
with an additional architectural
stainless steel mesh wrapped around
the structure. The mesh is supported
on rows of tubular steel connected
via brackets to the structural main
frame.
EvadX installed these brackets at the
same time as the main steelwork.
The mesh and its supporting steel
form a bullnose feature at the
lowest part of the structure, creating
an architectural signpost to the
development.

The scheme saw Tolent build the nine-screen,
1,800-seat cinema on the existing south mall car
park and the refurbishment of six existing retail
units. An empty petrol station, car showroom and
abandoned car wash were demolished to make
way for the new development. Two of the units were
converted into restaurants brands Prezzo (3,500 sq
ft) and Frankie & Benny’s (4,000 sq ft). The arrival
of a Prezzo at Manor Walks saw the national chain
open its first restaurant in the North East of England.
The development was completed with the creation
of 56 parking spaces, 18 covered cycle spaces and
18 disabled bays.
The nine-screen cinema boasts a Vue Xtreme
super-sized screen, the largest screen in the North
East at well over the size of four double-decker
buses, and was the first cinema outside of London’s
Leicester Square to feature 3D sound at the time of
construction.
The cinema also houses conference and events
facilities which are equipped with cutting-edge
technology, auditorium seating and Sony 4K
projection.
400 tonnes of structural steel were used in the
construction of the cinema’s frame. Steel was the
best option for the cinema’s frame because of the
required spans, the height of the building and the
site’s logistics. The majority of the mall was open
during the works with a busy car park and nearby
roads in constant use. As such, deliveries needed
to be sensitively coordinated to avoid disruption.
Steelwork was delivered on a just in time basis,
which usually meant one or two deliveries a day,
which also helped to avoid congestion on site.
During the delivery of Manor Walks, access was
provided to the various fit-out subcontractors e.g.
Prezzo, Frankie & Benny’s and Vue during the main
contract period. Using key management principles,
we were able to provide dedicated access to the
rear of the units by advancing the works in those
areas.
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Built on Commitment

People’s Theatre
The People’s Theatre is the premier amateur theatre company
in the North of England and one of the largest and oldest
established in the country. The renovation and extension
project has transformed the badly damaged artistic community
hub; providing people from all walks of life the experience of
participating in all aspects of theatre.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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People’s Theatre Art Group
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£1.4m
Heaton, Newcastle upon Tyne

Sport & Leisure

The renovation and extension project has
transformed the badly damaged artistic
community hub; providing people from all walks
of life the experience of participating in all
aspects of theatre.
The development was constructed on behalf
of the People’s Theatre Arts Group who were
supported by several charitable foundations and
trusts who supported the funding of the project.
The development addressed the requirement
for a new studio theatre coupled with extensive
structural alterations. These works created
greater access with open plan spaces, enriched
the local area and increased the revenue stream
for the theatre.

The project comprised
of a new build extension
(c.5,500 sq ft), extensive
structural alterations
to the internal foyer
and auditorium access
corridors as well as the
refurbishment of c.13,000
sq ft of the existing
building across two floors.

The project comprised of a new build extension
(c.5,500 sq ft), extensive structural alterations
to the internal foyer and auditorium access
corridors as well as the refurbishment of
c.13,000 sq ft of the existing building across two
floors.
The extension’s substructure comprised CFA
piled foundations with reinforced pile caps and
ground beams. The superstructure was formed
with a steel frame, with a suspended timber floor
which was installed to form the studio floor. The
new structure connected back to an area of the
theatre which had suffered significant damage in
a gas explosion over 25 years ago.
The external envelop comprised of
polycarbonate cladding sat on a brick plinth with
a single-ply membrane roof. This was coupled
with curtain walling and a render finish on the
refurbished area of the existing structure. The
result was the creation of a new box office
space, a spacious foyer, new toilet facilities and a
wheelchair access corridor; achieving the client’s
overarching aim of creating accessible, open
plan areas.
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Built on Commitment

Roundhouse Theatre
The Roundhouse is a performing arts and concert venue situated
at the Grade II listed former railway engine shed in Chalk Farm,
London. The project comprised the refurbishment of the 1846
Railway Rotunda Building and the construction of a three-storey
extension to create an Arts Centre with space for Performing Arts
accommodating up to 3,600 spectators.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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The Roundhouse Trust
JCT Standard Form
£20.1m
London

Sport & Leisure

The best example of how challenges
were met head-on with creative
thinking is the impressive solution for
the main roof, whose heavily listed
structure had to be preserved. A new
steel structure was installed over
the existing roof, bearing only on the
perimeter drum walls.

The project added seven layers of
soundproofing to the roof, reinstated
the glazed roof-lights, and added the
steel and glass new wing, which curves
around the north side of the main
building. ↓

The multi-award-winning transformation of the
71,040 sq ft listed structure required a multidisciplinary team and Tolent worked with the
architect, acoustic engineer and specialist
consultants to bring the performance space back to
life, equip it with advanced technology and restore
the original features.
Tolent repaired the existing main fabric, reprogrammed sections of the building, modernised
the auditorium, increased audience capacity, and
extended the building’s functional range.
It was a pivotal challenge to turn the dilapidated
railway engine shed into a cutting edge
entertainment venue for the 21st century as the
building presented multiple issues; the roof lacked
any acoustic or thermal capability, the structure
was too weak to support high-tech light and sound
equipment and the basement was rife with rats,
leaks and damp.
The best example of how these challenges were
met head-on with creative thinking is the impressive
solution for the main roof, whose heavily listed
structure had to be preserved. A new steel structure
was installed over the existing roof, bearing only on
the perimeter drum walls.
The project added seven layers of soundproofing
to the roof, reinstated the glazed roof-lights, and
added the steel and glass new wing, which curves
around the north side of the main building.
The new three-storey extension was built alongside
the main building, and houses the box office, Made
Bar & Kitchen and offices and features a statue
by Antony Gormley on the roof. Most importantly,
the under-croft beneath the main performance
space was redeveloped to house a state-of-the-art
creative centre for young people to develop skills in
performing arts, music and media.
The extensive renovation project was supported
with conservation advice and funding from
English Heritage and care was taken to create a
harmonious relationship between the old and new
and, as part of the restoration, the circular glazed
roof lights were re-instated, allowing the public to
see interior daylight from inside the building for the
first time in over 100 years.
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Built on Commitment

Alphamare Waterpark
Tolent was responsible for the design and construction of the
state-of-the-art waterpark development comprising c.50,000
sq ft of leisure facilities. This included: a wave pool, family pool
and heated garden infinity pool overlooking the coast with an
Iodine treatment system; children’s splash and play area; scenic
landscaped gardens; four aqua slides, changing village and
offices.
Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Benchmark Leisure
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£10.3m
Scarborough

Sport & Leisure

Tolent organised precommencement design risk and
opportunity workshops to identify
potential cost savings and to ensure
buildability. The workshops were
attended by our design, estimating
and procurement teams; client
representatives; and consultants
so that ideas were developed in
collaboration.
One of many successful outcomes of
these workshops was incorporating
alternative materials for the pool and
floor finishes to minimise the cost for
the client, whilst still achieving a finish
in-line with their brand standards.

As part of the design, provision was also made for:
client fit-out of an Alpine-style wellness centre and
spa with steam and sauna baths, bubble jet pools
and treatment rooms; health bar and restaurant.
Additionally, the development included a large
basement to house all associated pumps, drainage
and water treatment equipment as well as a
separate bio-diesel plant building. The substructure
of the building comprised pad foundations and
ground beams with a concrete basement.
The pool walls, overflow channels and associated
balance tanks required for the pool systems were
constructed with reinforced concrete to achieve
water-retaining construction to the basement and
pool.
The superstructure of the main building consisted of
a single storey steel frame with a precast upper floor
to accommodate the pool viewing gallery.
Some elements of the development, such as
the main pool hall’s curved roof and the flume
tower, had exposed steelwork to form the desired
aesthetic and overall design concept. Suitable paint
was sourced with a life to first repaint of 20 years+.
Whilst this provides enhanced visual performance,
it also supports life-time costs and reduces
inconvenience associated with refurbishment and
maintenance, which would otherwise be required.
Externally, we constructed a car park for 300nr cars,
hard and soft landscaping as well as a substantial
drainage scheme which went all the way to an
outfall constructed within the promenade sea wall
277m away.
Both prior to and following the handover of the
project, we tailored comprehensive demonstrations
of the facility and instructions for the client and the
designated operatives.
We provided a fully co-ordinated and agreed
commissioning programme, with details released
prior to the commencement of commissioning, and
ensured all services were fully-operational and
defect free prior to building handover.
The project demonstrates our ability to deliver
a state-of-the-art leisure development to a tight
programme; and collaborate with the client and the
fit-out team to realise a financially viable project inline with brand standards and client aspirations.
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Discover More

Built on Commitment

tolent.co.uk
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Discover more from our
sport and leisure portfolio
on our website and
get updates on our live
projects on social media.
We’re happy to provide
more information on our
projects on request.

Tolent is currently on-site delivering an
£84m mixed-use development which
will include 53,000 sq ft of high quality
restaurants, bars
and an Everyman cinema. ↓

Sport & Leisure

Technical Expertise & Specialist Products

Through our experience of delivering state-of-theart leisure facilities including cinemas, bowling alleys,
stadiums and theatres, we have the knowledge and
expertise to overcome some of the market’s most
demanding acoustic challenges.
We have a comprehensive understanding of issues faced in leisure and retail projects in live
or sensitive environments and continually meet each of the individual project requirements,
ensuring we deliver the most effective solution for your project.

Beacon of Light

As well as our technical expertise, Tolent has amassed experience installing specialist sports
products and equipment. This has included: the installation of 4G pitches for sports facilities;
retractable seating to create modular sport and leisure spaces; and multi-use game areas to
make facilities as diverse as possible and cater for various sporting events simultaneously.
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Northumberland County Council
JCT 2011 Design & Build
£19.2m
Berwick-upon-Tweed

Tolent is currently on side delivering Berwick’s
new state-of-the-art £20 million leisure
centre which is being constructed in phases
to ensure that the existing Swan Centre
continues to operate at all times until new
facilities open.
Work on phase 1, which includes a new
swimming pool and fitness suite, has started
on site and is due to open in March 2021. The
new centre is expected to be fully complete
and open to the public in summer 2022.
Designed by GT3 Architects, the new centre
will feature a five-lane, 25m swimming pool,
a teaching pool and leisure pool and spa
facilities. There will be a sports hall, indoor
bowls, fitness studios, cafe and a sensory
room. Outside there will be a 3G full-size
playing pitch, play park and trim trail and
parking for 175 cars.

Berwick Leisure Centre

Client
Contract
Value
Location
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Head Office /
General Construction

Ravensworth House
5th Avenue Business Park
Team Valley
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
NE11 0HF
E: tyneside@tolent.co.uk
T: 0191 487 0505

General Construction / Housing

Innovation House (1st Floor)
Temple Point
Bullerthorpe Lane
Colton
Leeds
LS15 9JL
E: central@tolent.co.uk
T: 0113 232 1510
Asbestos

Housing

Derwent House
Lakeside Court
Fifth Avenue Business Park
Team Valley
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear
NE11 0NL
E: info@tolentliving.co.uk
T: 0333 101 2600
General Construction /
Civil Engineering

Cleveland House
Dukes Court
Teesside Industrial Estate
Thornaby
Stockton-on-Tees
TS17 9LR
E: teesside@tolent.co.uk
T: 01642 308 005
Asbestos

Site U
Thornley Station Industrial
Estate
Shotton Colliery
Durham
DH6 2QA
E: info@tolentsolutions.co.uk
T: 0333 101 3110

Discover More

tolent.co.uk

Unit 15 (2) B2
Springfield Mills
Bagley Lane
Farsley
Leeds
West Yorkshire
LS28 5LY
E: info@tolentsolutions.co.uk
T: 0333 101 3110

